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He should spend four months in Ghristian practical service,, how many desire

to give.., or something else requires many. As a result in summer you could earn
when I was

money instead of having Christian experience. But I have found that in Prijiceton

Seminary, every ... we had found the summer that was spent for practical
when you get back4é

Christian $'ervice... the next year you get twice as much value &e- out of your
the possible

work and course of studies. ,, but those who do not have /1/Xhristian

sei-iee- experience will in the immediate context would.. . as it is , but

not in the Seminary we have found out... There was a professor there in the Old

Testament., who has fully mastered in dealing with critical ... He t& would take

up the arguments on the Mosaic authorship of the Pentateuch, and he would present

them 0' very effectively, and ... Christians ... quite Christian background.

some queer animals.., that never actually existed.., that any bod can be

quite sure of... When he started to teach pre-millenialism, the students who

came from background would take up the subject, and then they

would be interested , and that would stimulate him. And then had real,t
and for

a±mete- in the arguments against ai4o'-t-he premillenialism, -d4d and then I
I wish I could

used to say, my, I -we1d- take these students, and send them to the Union

Seminary in their 1st and second year7-et4 for / one or two semesters.

and then let them take some courses on criticism on the Pentateuch and come up
and tet

with arguments that '4j-ey- they could not answer -&et them see that

and work out a mighty, powerful system, and let them come up wt'h-4t against

it and face it, and see that they need the answer, and then let than come back

an d take these classes, and then they would be thrilled and interested, and

they would have done what they needed in this ç/ regard,
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